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Abstract. We present two generic formal security models for operating
systems of multiapplicative smart cards. The models formalize the main
security aspects of secrecy, integrity, secure communication between applications and secure downloading of new applications. The first model
is maximally abstract, whereas the second extends the first by adding
practically relevant issues such as a structured file system. The models
satisfy a common security policy consisting of authentication and intransitive noninterference. The policy extends the classical security policy of
Bell/LaPadula and Biba models, but avoids the need for trusted processes that are allowed to circumvent the security policy. Instead trusted
processes are incorporated directly in the model itself and are subject to
the security policy. The security policy has been formally proven to be
correct for both models.

1

Introduction

Smart cards are becoming more and more popular. Compared to magnetic stripe
cards they have considerable advantages. They may not only store data, that
can be read and changed from a terminal, but they can also store executable
programs. Therefore, anything that can be done with an ordinary computer can
be done with a smart card. Their usefulness is limited only by available memory
and computational power.
Currently, smart cards used in electronic commerce are single application
smart cards: they store applications (usually only one) developed by a single
provider. The scenario we envision for the future is that of multiapplicative
smart cards, where several independent providers, maybe even competitors, have
applications (i.e. collections of programs and data files to achieve a certain task)
on a single smart card.
As an example, consider three applications: One by an airline A, which manages electronic flight tickets with the smart card, and two by hotel chains H and
⋆
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I which use the smart card as an electronic door opener. Customers would carry
the smart card around and show it whenever they visit one of H, I or flies with
A. Of course none of the application providers would like to trust the others,
especially H would not trust its competitor I. Therefore the applications should
be completely separate: none of the data H stores for opening doors should be
visible or modifiable by I or A.
However, if two application providers agree, communication should be possible: Airline A could have a loyalty scheme with H, or even with both H and
I. Staying in a hotel of H earns a customer loyalty points, which reduces the
price to fly with A, but that information must not be available to I. Establishing
new communication channels and adding new applications should be possible
dynamically: e.g. visiting his bank B, the card holder should be able to add an
electronic wallet.
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Fig. 1. An example scenario for a multiapplicative smart card

Of course such a scenario raises considerable security issues: How can applications be isolated from each other (e.g. H and its competitor I)? If applications
want to communicate, how can communication be allowed without having unwanted information flow (e.g. I should not be able to see loyalty points moving
from H to A)? How can it be guaranteed that a dynamically loaded new application does not corrupt existing ones?
In this paper, we present a formal security model that solves these questions
for multiapplicative smart cards, as well as cell phones, PDAs or larger systems.
We will model an operating system which executes system calls (“commands”).
These system calls are made by applications programs running in user mode on
the smart card to an operating system running in supervisor mode on the smart
card. They are fundamentally different from the commands defined in ISO/IEC
7816-4 [6] that are commands sent from the outside world to the smart card. The
security conditions attached to the commands enforce a security policy, which is
suitable to solve the problems discussed above.

The design of the formal security model was influenced by the informal security model [9] developed as part of IBM Research Division’s on-going development of a high assurance smart card operating system called Caernarvon for the
Phillips SmartXA chip [15]. The SmartXA is the first smart card chip to have
hardware support for supervisor/user modes and a memory management unit.
Some more information on potential applications of multiapplicative smart cards
with this security model are given in [10]. Our security models are designed to be
generic abstractions from the IBM model that should be useful for other Smart
Card providers too. They are compliant with the requirements for an evaluation of operating systems according to the ITSEC evaluation criteria [8] E4 or
higher (and comparable Common Criteria [7] EAL5 or higher). The IBM system
is designed for even higher assurance levels – ITSEC E5 or E6 resp. Common
Criteria EAL6 or EAL7.
We will define two versions of the formal security model for the operating
system. These will share the same abstract definition of security, but include a
different amount of detail in the system model of the operating system. The first,
maximally abstract model defines only a minimal set of 8 commands: There is
a command to register authentication information (e.g. a public key) for a new
application (one application might have several keys to be able to structure
its data into several levels of secrecy and integrity), commands to load and to
delete an application program, and file access commands to create, read, write
and delete data files. Finally a command to change the secrecy and integrity of
a file (according to the security policy) is provided.
The first model is the one we also gave in [19]. It is sufficiently detailed to
be able to check many of the security conditions present in Caernarvon (and to
uncover the two problems discussed in Sect. 8). Nevertheless it leaves out many
details which are relevant for a real operating system. Adding those details was
addressed in a second, extended model: This model adds commands to open
and close a file (for reading or writing) instead of two atomic read and write
commands which were assumed to open and close files implicitly. Where the first
model assumed that switching between application was not security relevant and
therefore implicit, the extended model has explicit commands to start and to exit
an application. A suitable directory structure for the file system was assumed
in the first model. The second model includes commands to create, remove and
inspect directories. Finally, the extended model is more generic in the definition
of access classes: The first model was based on access classes as in Bell/LaPadula
[2] or Biba [3], while the second model only gives some relevant properties. This
can be exploited to define more flexible access classes.
This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes the security objectives.
Sect. 3 introduces the concepts to be implemented on the smart card which
are used to achieve the security objectives. We informally define a mandatory
security policy based on intransitive noninterference and authentication. Sect. 4
sketches the theory of intransitive noninterference as defined in [17] and explains
some extensions. The data structures and commands of the first system model
are defined in Sect. 5. Sect. 6 gives a description of the extensions made in the

second model. Sect. 7 discusses how to use the commands of both models for the
example above. Sect. 8 discusses the formal verification of the security policy for
the models. Sect. 9 compares some of the features of the informal IBM model [9]
and the formal models. Finally, Sect. 10 concludes the paper.

2

Security Objectives

The security of a smart card is threatened by a variety of attacks, ranging from
physical analysis of the card and manipulated card readers to programs circumventing the OS’s security functions, or the OS security functions themselves
revealing or changing information that is not intended (covert channels). In the
model described in this paper we will be concerned with the question whether
the operating system’s functionality on the level of (abstract) system calls can
guarantee the security requirements. We will therefore assume that operating
system calls are atomic actions (this should be supported by hardware, e.g. a
supervisor mode of the processor). We will not address physical threats to the
card itself or to the card readers. Threats on the level of, e.g. memory reuse or
register usage in the machine code will not be considered either.
Our model addresses the following security objectives.
O1: Secrecy/integrity between programs of the same or different applications.
O2: Secure communication between applications.
O3: Secure downloading of code.
Application providers need to have guarantees that the data and programs they
store on the card and pass to and receive from card readers are handled such
that their secrecy and integrity is guaranteed: their code and data should neither
be observable nor alterable by other programs. This guarantees that secret data
produced by one application’s program cannot be leaked to another application,
and that programs of one application can not be crashed by other application’s
corrupt data. Some application providers will additionally want to classify their
programs and data into different levels of secrecy and integrity. The OS should
also guarantee that data are handled in a way that respects these different security and integrity levels. This is useful, e.g., in case a small number of programs
operate on highly sensitive data and the rest only operate on insensitive data.
In this case only a small fraction of the code has to be checked to handle the
sensitive data correctly, because the bulk of the programs are guaranteed by the
OS not to be able to access the sensitive data at all.
Some application providers will want their programs to exchange data with
other applications in a controlled way, i.e. only in a way that has been mutually agreed on by the providers. The objective of secure communication asserts
that data can only be communicated between applications if both application
providers agree with the communication and with the form in which the data
is communicated. It also implies that the communication cannot be observed

or manipulated by other programs. We only consider communication through
storage channels, timing channels are not in the scope of the model.
Our model does not impose restrictions on transitive communications: if application A sends some information to B (which assumes that they both have
agreed), it no longer has any influence on what B does with the information. B
could send it to any application C, even one hostile to A, if it has agreed with
C to do so. Since it is not clear that this problem can be addressed technically,
we assume that providers who have explicitly agreed to exchange data have set
up contracts to prevent such potential fraud by non-technical means.
Secure communication of application programs with card readers should be
supported by the OS. However, this involves security considerations for devices
outside the card and is not in the scope of the model described in this paper: we
assume that reliable protocols for communication between programs and card
readers are implemented by the programs but will not consider the OS services
needed to achieve this. Using the terminology of [21] we define all applications on
the card to be within the security perimeter (to be in the “controlled application
set”), while all devices outside the card are untrusted subjects.
All the objectives described above should not be threatened by programs
that are dynamically loaded onto the card.

3

Security Concepts

In this section we define the concepts for security, which should be implemented
on the smart card as an infrastructure. We define security claims over these
concepts, which ensure that the 3 security objectives given in the previous section
are met. The security claims will be proven formally for our model.
Secrecy and integrity (objective O1) are common objectives of security models. Usually variants of the well-known mandatory security models of Bell/
LaPadula ([2]) and Biba ([3]) are used for this purpose. We assume the reader is
familiar with them and their use of access classes (consisting of an access level
and a set of access categories) to define the secrecy and integrity classification of
files (objects) as well as the clearance of subjects. In our case applications will
act as subjects. They will get disjoint sets of access categories (in the simplest
case, application names and access categories coincide). This results in separated
applications, where communication is completely prohibited.
One problem with this classical approach is that adding communication channels (objective O2) in such a Bell/LaPadula model will violate the security policy
(i.e. simple security and *-property). Of course it is possible to add “trusted processes” (like it was done in the Multics-instance of Bell/LaPadula [2] or in [12]),
which are considered to be outside the model (i.e. properties of the security
policy are proved ignoring them). But one of our main security objectives is to
include such secure communication in the verified model.
Our solution to this problem consists of two steps. The first part is to use
the following idea from the IBM operating system [9] (similar ideas are also
given in [18] and [12]): Instead of giving a subject two access classes (icl,scl ) as

clearance (one for integrity and one for secrecy), we define the clearance of a
subject to be four access classes (ircl,srcl,iwcl,swcl ): The first two are used in
reading operations, the other two in writing operations.
Usual application programs will have the same access classes for reading and
writing (ircl = iwcl and srcl = swcl ). A communication channel from application
A to application B is realized by a special program, called a channel program
with two different pairs of access classes: the pair used for reading will have the
clearance of A, while the one used for writing will have the clearance of B. This
will allow the channel to read the content of a file from A and to write it into a
file, which can then be read by B.
The second part consists in defining a new security policy, which generalizes
the one of the Bell/LaPadula and Biba model. We will show, that the model
satisfies the following security policy:
A subject A with clearance (irclA ,iwclA ,srclA ,swclA ) can transfer information to a subject B with clearance (irclB ,iwclB ,srclB ,swclB ) if and
only if iwclA ≥ irclB and swclA ≤ srclB
Formally, we will prove that our security model is an instance of an intransitive noninterference model. Corollaries from this fact are that without communication channels, the model is an instance of the Bell/LaPadula as well as
of the Biba model (objective O1) and that if a channel is set up as described
above, it exactly allows communication from A to B (objective O2). The proof
also implies that our model is free of covert storage channels. This is in contrast
to pure Bell/LaPadula-like models, which require an extra analysis for covert
storage channels (see [13]).
To accommodate secure downloading of applications (and of channel programs; objective O3), we have to add a second concept to our model: authentication. We will base authentication on a predefined function check for digital
signatures. Loaded data d will have to be signed with a signature s, such that
calling check(k,s,d) with a key k stored on the card yields true. Since issues of
cryptography are outside the scope of a formal model, we do not specify the types
of s and k (one possible interpretation of k is a public key of RSA cryptography,
and that s is a signature for d which can only be given using the corresponding
private key). Instead we only make the following basic assumption: From a successful check it can be deduced that the person who stored k previously on the
card has signed d, and therefore agreed to loading d.
With this basic assumption, our authentication scheme will guarantee the
following two properties for downloading applications:
– The card issuer can control which applications are loaded onto the card.
– The owner of an application has agreed to loading each of his programs. All
other programs, which he has not agreed to being loaded, can not interfere
with the application.
In particular, it is guaranteed that if the application owner does not want
any communication with other applications, the application will be completely

isolated. Also, the second property implies that any channel program between
two applications A and B must have been authenticated by both A and B.

4

Noninterference

This section first repeats the main definitions of the generic noninterference
model as defined by Rushby [17]. Following Rushby, we will sketch that a simple
Bell/LaPadula model, where the system state consists of a set of subjects with an
access class as clearance and a set of objects with an access class as classification,
is an instance of the model. To define our smart card security model as an
instance of noninterference, we had to make small modifications to the generic
model. They resulted in a generalization of Rushby’s main theorem, which is
given at the end of the section.
The system model of noninterference is based on the concept of a state machine, which starts in a fixed initial state init and sequentially executes commands (here: OS commands, i.e. system calls). Execution of a command may
alter the system state and produces some output. The model does not make any
assumptions on the structure of the system or on the set of available commands.
The model is specified algebraically using functions exec, out and execl ; for a
system state sys and a command co, exec(sys, co) is the new system state and
out(sys, co) is the generated output. execl(sys, cl) (recursively defined using exec)
returns the final state of executing a list cl of commands.
To define security it is assumed that each command co is executed by a
subject with a certain clearance 4 D which is computable as D = dom(co). This
subject is the also assumed to be the one who receives the output out(sys, co)
produced by the command. The general model of noninterference makes no assumptions about the structure of clearances. They are just an abstract notion
for the rights of a subject executing a command. Also note, that subjects are
not defined explicitly in the generic model, since only their clearance matters for
security.
A security policy is defined to be an arbitrary relation ; on clearances.
A ; B intuitively means that a subject with clearance A is allowed to pass
information to a subject with clearance B (“A interferes with B”), whereas A
6; B means that commands executed by A will have no effect on B.
For the Bell/LaPadula instance of the model, the clearance of a subject
is defined as usual as an access class, and the ;-relation coincides with the
less-or-equal relation on access classes (a subject with lower clearance can pass
information to one with higher clearance, but not vice versa). The ;-relation is
therefore transitive in this case. The big advantage of a noninterference model
over a Bell/LaPadula model is that it is possible to define interference relations,
4

The clearance of a subject is called security domain in [17]. We avoid this term since
it is also used with a different meaning in the context of Java security.

which are not transitive5 . This is what we need for the smart card security
model, to model communication: we want an application A to be able to pass
information to another application B via a channel program C, i.e. we want A
; C and C ; B. But we do not want information to be passed from A directly
to B, i.e. we want A 6; B.
Informally, security of a noninterference model is defined as the requirement
that the outcome of executing a command co does not depend on commands that
were previously executed by subjects which may not interfere with the subject
of co, i.e. dom(co).
To formalize this, a function purge is defined. purge(cl,B) removes all commands “irrelevant for B” from the commandlist cl. The output to a command
co then must be the same, whether cl or purge(cl,dom(co)) are executed before
it. Formally, a system is defined to be secure, if and only if for all commandlists
cl and all commands co
out(execl(init,cl),co) = out(execl(init,purge(cl,dom(co))),co)

(1)

holds. For a transitive interference relation the definition of purge is simple: a
command co can be purged if and only if dom(co) 6; B. For the simple Bell/
LaPadula instance, Rushby[17] shows that this definition of security is equivalent
to simple security and the ⋆-property. Therefore the simple Bell/LaPadula model
is an instance of transitive noninterference.
The definition of security for an intransitive noninterference model (i.e. a
noninterference model with an intransitive interference relation) also requires
to prove property (1), but the definition of commands, which must be purged
is more complicated: Consider the case mentioned above, where we have two
applications A, B and a channel program C with A ; C and C ; B, but
A 6; B. Now according to the original definition of purge, first executing three
commands [co1 , co2 , co3 ] with dom(co1 ) = A, dom(co2 ) = C and dom(co3 ) =
A, and then looking at the output for a fourth command co executed by B
should give the same result as looking at the output to co after only executing
co2 : purge will remove both co1 and co3 since their clearance (in both cases A)
does not interfere with B. But removing co1 is wrong, since command co1 could
make some information of A available for C (since A ; C ), and the subsequent
command co2 could pass just this information to B (since C ; B ). Finally co
could just read this information and present it as output.
Therefore co1 may affect the output of co and should not be purged. In contrast, co3 should be purged, since no subsequent commands can pass information
to B (the domain of co). The definition of purge must be modified, such that its
result is [co1 , co2 ]. The question whether a command is allowed to have a visible
effect on some subject after some more commands have been executed now becomes dependent on these subsequently executed commands. Therefore a set of
clearances sources(cl,B), which may pass information to B during the execution
5

an intransitive interference relation is also possible in domain and type enforcement
models [4], [1], but these models do not have a uniform, provable definition of security,
which rules out covert channels.

of a list of commands cl is defined. The first command, co, of a commandlist
[co|cl] then does not interfere with clearance B directly or indirectly (and may
therefore be purged) if and only if it is not in sources(cl, B).
We will give extended versions of sources and purge for our variant of the
model below, which has Rushby’s definitions as special cases. Defining a variant
of the noninterference model was necessary to make our smart card security
model an instance. Two modifications were necessary.
The first is a technical one: the system states we will consider in the smart
card security model will have invariant properties, that will hold for all system
states reachable from the initial state. Therefore, instead of showing proof obligations for all system states, it is sufficient to show them for system states sys,
which satisfy an invariant inv(sys).
The second modification is more substantial: We do not assume that the
clearance of a subject executing a command can be computed from the command
alone, since usually the clearance of a subject is stored in the system state.
Therefore we must assume that function dom(sys,co) may also depend on the
system state. Making the dom-function dependent on the system state requires
that sources and purge must also depend on the system state. Our definitions
are:
sources(sys, [ ], B) = {B}
{dom(sys, co)} ∪ sources(exec(sys, co), cl, B)



if dom(sys, co) ; A
sources(sys, [co|cl], B) =
for any A ∈ sources(exec(sys, co), cl, B)



sources(exec(sys, co), cl, B) otherwise
and
purge(sys, [ ], B) = [ ] 
 purge(sys, cl, B)
if dom(sys, co) 6∈ sources(sys, [co|cl], B)
purge(sys, [co|cl], B) =

[co|purge(exec(sys, co), cl, B)] otherwise
Security is now defined as:
out(execl(init,cl),co) =
out(execl(init,purge(cl,dom(execl(init,cl),co))),co)

(2)

Rushby’s definitions are the special case, where none of the functions dom,
sources and purge depends on the system state. It is easy to see that for transitive
interference relations the simple definition of purge coincides with the definition
given above.
For our definition, we proved the following generalization of Rushby’s “Unwinding theorem” (Theorem 7 on p. 28 in [17]).
A

Theorem 1. If a relation ∼ and a predicate inv can be defined, such that the
conditions

A

1. ∼ is an equivalence relation
dom(sys,co)

2. inv(sys) ∧ inv(sys’) ∧ sys
∼
(system is output consistent)

sys’ → out(sys,co) = out(sys’,co)

A

3. inv(sys) ∧ dom(sys,co) 6; A → sys ∼ exec(sys,co)
(system locally respects ;)
4.

A

inv(sys) ∧ inv(sys’) ∧ sys ∼ sys’ ∧ sys
A
→ exec(sys,co) ∼ exec(sys’,co)
(system is weakly step consistent)

dom(sys,co)

∼

sys’

A

5. sys ∼ sys’ → (dom(sys,co) ; A ↔ dom(sys,co) ; A)
(commands respect ;)
dom(sys,co)

6. sys
∼
sys’ → dom(sys,co) = dom(sys’,co)
(commands respect equivalence ∼)
7. inv(init) (initially invariant)
8. inv(sys) → inv(exec(sys,co)) (invariance step)
are all provable, then the system is secure, i.e. property (2) holds.
The theorem allows to reduce the proof of property (2), which talks globally
about all possible commandlists, to eight local properties for every command. It
A
uses an equivalence relation sys ∼ sys’ on system states, which intuitively says,
that two system states sys and sys’ “look the same” for a subject with clearance
A. In the simple Bell/LaPadula instance of the model this is true if the files
readable by A are identical.

5

The Abstract Model

This section describes the first of the two formal security models in detail. First,
we informally describe the data structures that form the system model. Then,
we will describe the set of commands (OS calls) and their security conditions.
Finally, we will give the formal properties we proved for the system model.
The main data structure used in the model is the system state. It consists of
three components: a card key, the authentication store and the file system.
The card key is not modifiable. It represents authentication information that
is necessary for any application to be downloaded onto the card. The card key
could be the public key of the card issuer, but it could also contain additional
information, e.g. the public keys of some certifying bodies, that are allowed to
certify the integrity level of subjects (this is another idea used in the IBM system
[9]), or it could contain the key of the card user. We assume that the card key
is fixed, before the operation system is started (either already when the card is
manufactured, or when the card is personalized).
The second component is the authentication store. It stores authentication
information for every access category, for which there are files on the card. Usually we will have one authentication information per application, but it is also

possible to allocate several access categories for one application (presumed the
card issuer agrees).
The third, main component is the file system. An important decision we have
taken in the model defined in this section is to abstract from the structure of
directories. Instead we have modeled only the classification of directories. This
makes the model more generic, since we do not need to fix a concrete directory
structure like a tree or an (acyclic) graph. On the other hand it has the disadvantage, that we cannot verify commands which create or remove directories. Since
we felt this was a shortcoming of the model, we added structured directories in
the extended model given in the next section. But note, that adding a directory
structure only requires to verify that creating and removing directories does not
cause covert channels. All other commands and their security conditions (e.g.
the compatibility property, see the next section) remain unchanged.
The file system uniquely addresses files with file identifiers (which could be
either file names together with an access path, or physical addresses in memory).
Files contain the following four parts of information:
– The classification (secrecy and integrity access class) of the directory, where
the file is located.
– The classification (secrecy and integrity access class) of the file itself.
– The file content, which is not specified in detail (usually a sequence of bytes
or words).
– An optional security marking (i.e. a clearance, consisting of four access
classes).
Access classes consist of an access level (a natural number) and a set of
access categories (i.e. unique application names), as usual in Bell/LaPadula-like
models. Access classes are partially ordered, using the conjunction of the lessor-equal ordering on levels, and the subset-ordering on sets of categories. The
lowest access class system-low consists of level 0 and an empty category set. To
have a lattice of access classes we add a special access class system-high, which
is only used as the integrity level of the top-level directory.
Files with a security marking act as subjects and objects (in the sense of
Bell/LaPadula). The data of such a file should contain code, that is executed,
when the application is started. The application then acts as a subject, with
rights determined by the security marking.
Data files do not carry a security marking. They only have the role of objects. i.e. they can be read, executed or written by an application. As is usual
in mandatory security models, we do not distinguish between reading and executing a file (but see Sect. 9 for a modification in Caernarvon). Adding an “is
executable”-bit (or other discretionary security information, which can be set
arbitrarily) is of course possible, but not relevant for our security model. Note
that executing a file is done under the rights of the current application (i.e.
subject). It does not change the currently running application itself.
For flexibility we have decided to have files which act as both subjects and
objects. Of course it is possible to define restrictions, which separate both roles:

to remove the object role of a file with a security marking, we would require that
its data are just the name of a data file, that is executed when the application
is started.
The system starts in an initial state with an empty authentication store
and an empty file system. Note that there is no “security officer” (or a “root”
using UNIX terminology) who sets up the initial state or maintains the security
policy. Such a supervisor is assumed in many security models, but in contrast
to a stationary computer there is no one who could fill this role after the smart
card has been given to a user.
The system now executes OS commands. The commands are grouped in two
classes: createappl, loadappl and delappl are invoked by the OS itself as an answer
to external requests, while read, write, create, remove and setintsec are called by
a currently running (application or channel) program.
Our model can be viewed as a simple instance of a domain and type enforcement (DTE) model (see [4], [1]) with two domains “OS” and “application”,
where the domain interaction table (DIT) is set such that only the OS domain
may create or delete subjects and the domain definition table (DDT) for the
domain “application” is set according to the interference relation (the domain
“OS” can not access files).
The command createappl creates a new access category, which acts as the
name of a new application. loadappl loads the main file of an application (or
a channel). The file gets a classification as security marking, and therefore can
act as a subject in the model. delappl removes such a file. To access files, we
use the commands create to create a new one, read to read its content, write
to overwrite it, and remove to delete the file. Usual operating systems will have
more low-level commands (like opening and closing files, or commands to read
only the next byte of a file) to support an efficient memory management, but
since the security conditions for opening a file are exactly the same as for our
read command, we have chosen the more abstract version in this model (opening
and closing files will be considered in the extended model of the next section).
Finally, the command setintsec modifies the integrity and secrecy classification
of a file.
The commands read, write, create, remove and setintsec are called by a program, that is running on behalf of some application or channel. To model this
current subject, their first argument is a file identifier which points to the current
subject (a file with a security marking). We call such a file identifier a program
identifier, and denote it as pid. The security marking of the file determines the
clearance of the current subject.
It is not necessary to model the current subject as an extra component of
the system state, since files with a security marking are stored in directories
with secrecy system-low and integrity system-high (we do not consider “secret
subjects”). Therefore, switching between applications has no security conditions,
and the additional argument pid which is given to each command can be freely
chosen.

We will now give a detailed listing of the operating system commands
available. For each command we first define its functionality (new system
state and output), if all security conditions are fulfilled. Otherwise, all commands return no as output and leave the system state unchanged. Second, for each command a precise definition of the security conditions is
given. To make the security conditions easily readable, we will use predicates
read-access(pid, fid, sys), write-access(pid, fid, sys), dir-read-access(pid, fid, sys)
and dir-write-access(pid, fid, sys). These describe in which circumstances a subject pid is allowed to see, read or write a file fid given a system state sys. For the
predicates to hold, it is required that
– pid points to a file in the file system of sys, which has a security marking
consisting of the four access classes (ircl,iwcl,srcl,swcl ) for integrity/secrecy
read/write. Remember that these markings characterize the clearance of the
subject executing the command.
– fid points to a file in the file system of sys which has access classes icl and
scl for integrity/secrecy, and whose directory has classification idcl and sdcl.
– For read-access fid must be readable by pid, i.e. ircl ≤ icl and scl ≤ srcl.
– For write-access fid must be writable by pid, i.e. icl ≤ iwcl and swcl ≤ scl.
– For dir-read-access the directory of fid must be readable by pid, i.e. ircl ≤ idcl
and sdcl ≤ srcl.
– For dir-write-access the directory of fid must be writable by pid, i.e. idcl ≤
iwcl and swcl ≤ sdcl.
Note that dir-read-access determines whether a file fid is visible to the currently running application pid (i.e. whether its existence is known), while readaccess gives access to the contents of a file.
create(pid,iac,sac) Subject pid creates a new file with empty content and no
security marking in a directory with classification iac and sac for integrity and
secrecy. The classifications of the new file are set to the read classifications of
pid. The new file name is returned as output.
Security conditions: pid must point to a file with marking (ircl, iwcl, srcl, swcl)
and a directory that has classification (iac,sac) must be readable and writable
by pid, i.e. ircl ≤ iac, sac ≤ srcl, iac ≤ iwcl and swcl ≤ sac must hold.
remove(pid,fid) Subject pid deletes the file named by fid from the file system.
The resulting output is yes on success, no on failure.
Security conditions: dir-read-access(pid, fid, sys) and dir-write-access(pid, fid, sys)
must hold. Note that dir-write-access implies, that fid has no secrecy marking,
since such files are stored in a directory with integrity = system-high.
setintsec(pid,fid,iac,sac) Subject pid sets the classification of file fid to be
iac for integrity and sac for secrecy. The command returns yes as output.
Security conditions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

dir-read-access(pid, fid, sys).
dir-write-access(pid, fid, sys).
write-access(pid, fid, sys).
Either one of the following two conditions holds:
– The new integrity access class iac is not higher than the old integrity
access class of the file, and the new secrecy class sac is not lower than
the old secrecy class of fid (downgrading integrity and upgrading secrecy
is allowed).
– fid is readable by pid, i.e. read-access(pid, fid, sys) holds, the new integrity
class is not higher than the integrity class of its directory and the new
secrecy class is not lower than the secrecy class of its directory (upgrading integrity and downgrading secrecy is allowed for readable files, as
long as compatibility is not violated. Note that dir-write-access together
with compatibility assures, that pid ’s new integrity/secrecy will not be
higher/lower than the write integrity/secrecy).

write(pid,fid,c) Subject pid overwrites the file content of file fid to be c. The
command returns yes as output.
Security conditions: fid must point to a file with no security marking. The conditions dir-read-access(pid, fid, sys) and write-access(pid, fid, sys) must hold.
read(pid,fid) Subject pid reads the contents of file fid, which are returned as
output. The system state is unchanged.
Security conditions: dir-read-access(pid, fid, sys) and read-access(pid, fid, sys) is
required.
createappl(au, au’) A new application name (an access category) ap (relative
to the ones that exist in the authentication store) with associated authentication
information au is created, stored in the authentication store. ap is returned as
output.
Security conditions: It is checked, whether the card issuer allows a new application with authentication information au. This is done with check(ck,au’,au)
using the additionally given key au’ (a digital signature for au given by the card
issuer) and the key ck of the card issuer that is stored on the card.
loadappl(au,st,d,c,iac,sac) A new program with clearance d and content c is
loaded (added to the file system). Its security classes become iac and sac. The
integrity/secrecy classification of the files directory is set to system-high and
system-low. The new file identifier is returned.
Security conditions:
First the authorization of the card issuer for downloading the application
is checked using the digital signature au by calling check(ck, au, (d, c, iac, sac))
(note that the full information (d,c,iac,sac) to be stored on the card must be
signed). Then a check is done for every access category an (= application name)
that is contained in any of the four access classes of the clearance d. For each

such name st must contain an appropriate digital signature au’ and calling
check(au”, au’, (d, c, iac, sac)) must yield true, where au” is the key for an stored
in the authentication store of the card. These checks make sure that any application which may be interfered, agrees to the downloading of the application.
delappl(au,st,fid) The file, to which fid points, is deleted. The command returns yes as output.
Security conditions: fid must have a security marking d. Otherwise, the security
conditions are the same as for the loadappl command, except that the argument
(d,c,iac,sac) for the check function is computed from the file fid.

6

The Extended Model

The model defined in the previous section was specified to be maximally generic:
The set of data types and commands was chosen to be as small as possible,
without loosing the possibility to verify the exact security conditions that would
be present on the real smart card. Indeed, the verification results given in Sect. 8
indicate, that we already captured the most important security aspects of the
smart card: We found two flaws in the Caernarvon security conditions (see Sect.
9) during the verification of the generic model, while no additional ones were
found in the correctness proof of the extended model given in this section.
Nevertheless, after we had verified the first model we felt that it still did not
address some relevant security aspects. Therefore we defined an extended model
which adds a structured file system, an explicit current application, commands to
open and close files, additional commands to view parts of the system state and
and two additional commands for downloading new applications. These topics
are covered in the following subsections.
Finally, we found that the Bell/LaPadula structure of access classes makes
it difficult to have tools (one example would be a JVM) on the card, that have
write-access for the provider of the tool only, but that can be read and executed
by every application which wants to. Therefore we minimized our assumptions
about the structure of access classes. This is discussed in the last subsection.
6.1

Structured File System

The file system of the extended model contains a directory tree. File identifiers fid
now are lists of (directory and file) names. Files no longer store the classification
of the directory containing them. Instead the directory stores its classification
and the list of file and directory names it contains. The security conditions of
the existing commands remain unchanged, except that the definition of dirread/write-access has to be adapted.
The extended model has a command createdir to create a new directory,
and a command removedir to remove a directory (including all subdirectories).
createdir and removedir have the same security conditions as create and remove,
except that the root directory may not be removed. setintsecdir modifies the

classification of a directory. In addition to the criteria for setintsec modifying
the classification of a directory must respect the compatibility property: The
secrecy (resp. integrity) of every file and directory contained in the modified
directory must be less (resp. greater) or equal than the secrecy (resp. integrity)
of the directory itself.
6.2

Current Subject

We argued in the previous section that the currently running application (the
“current subject”) can be modeled implicitly by an additional argument pid for
the commands read, write, create and remove. This argument can be freely chosen, since the existence of an application (but not it’s content) is publicly visible
(no “secret subjects”). To demonstrate the validity of this argument formally, we
chose to model switching between applications explicitly in the extended model:
A component “current application” is added to the system state which replaces
the additional argument pid.
A new application can be started with startappl (either by the operating
system as a reaction to terminal requests or by other applications). exitappl
returns control to the operating system. Starting and exiting applications has
no security conditions.
6.3

Loading Applications

With a structured file system we can no longer assume suitable directories to
exist, when needed. This has a subtle consequence for loading applications: In
addition to the old loadappl command we now need a command, called loaddirappl, which additionally creates a directory dirname for the application. The
security conditions for loaddirappl and loadappl are the same, except that loaddirappl checks, that dirname does not already exist. A directory with name
dirname is created in the root directory with the read secrecy and integrity of
the new application.
Note, that an application cannot create a subdirectory of the root directory
itself, since it would need a write integrity of system-high to do so. Therefore
this has to be done by the operating system itself, when loading the application.
To get rid of an application’s directory when deleting it, a command deldirappl
is added.
6.4

Open Files

As it is common in most operating systems the extended system model now has
separate commands openrd and openwr to open a file for reading and writing
and a command close to close the file again. The system state now maintains
two sets of currently open files (for reading and writing) and read and write now
access open files only. The security conditions of read and write now become
the security conditions of openrd and openwr. The possibility of open files must
be considered in the commands to remove files and directories: they must be
implicitly closed.

6.5

Additional Commands

The extended model contains several new commands to inspect the file system:
listdir lists the contents of directory (the names of the files and directories contained in it), provided that the application has read-acccess to the directory.
isdir? checks whether a file identifier fid points to a file or a directory. This
command has the security condition that the directory containing fid must be
readable. class(fid) returns the classification of a file or a directory under the
same condition.
Finally, to support transgrading a file from one application to another (see
Sect. 7) in one step we have added a move command that directly moves a file
from one directory to another. This requires that the application has read-access
to the file, write-access to it’s directory (to remove it from there) and write-access
to the the target directory.
6.6

Generic Access Classes

One problem we found with the practical use of the first model was its use of
Bell/LaPadula-like structured access classes, which allow to form conjunctions
of rights but no disjunctions: An access class {A,B} allows access for a subject
with clearance A and B, but it is not possible to define an access class which
allows access for both A and B (but not for anyone). Such disjunctive access
classes are useful to support the use of tools, as will be discussed in Sect. 7.
Therefore we did not give access classes the fixed structure of access levels and
a set of access categories when we started verification. Instead we assumed an
arbitrary structure, and incrementally added the minimal set of properties which
were necessary to prove security.
To prove noninterference, the only assumption necessary is that there is a
reflexive, transitive relation ≤ on access classes with greatest element systemhigh and smallest element system-low ). This is not surprising, Rushby’s [17]
proof, that Bell/LaPadula-like models are an instance of noninterference also
makes no other assumptions.
To ensure security of dynamic downloading of code, three additional requirements are necessary which link authentication with access classes. They are:
– There must be a membership predicate ∈, which checks that an application
name is contained in an access class.
– For every application name A there must be an “isolated access class” isol(A)
6= system-high, which contains (with respect to ∈) just A. When an application wants to be isolated, it should use four times isol(A) as its security
marking. The requirement ensures that loading the application then requires
the signature of A only (and, of course, the signature for the card key).
– Every access class ac with isol(A) ≤ ac is either system-high or contains A.
This ensures that all applications which might be loaded later on and which
would interfere with A must have been signed by the owner of A.

The three requirements are of course fulfilled for Bell/LaPadula-like access
classes, but they are also fulfilled if we allow disjunctive access classes: Simply
replace the set of access categories by a set of disjunctions of access categories:
The access class {A, B} represents access for subjects with both rights A and
B, while access to {A ∨ B} requires only one of the rights of A and B.
Predicates ∈ and ≤ on the new type of access classes are now defined to be
A ∈ (l,{d1 , . . . , dm }) :↔ A ∈ d1 ∨ . . . ∨ A ∈ dm
where A ∈ A1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ak :↔ A = A1 or . . . or A = Ak
(l1 , {d1 , . . . , dm }) ≤ (l2 , {d′1 , . . . , d′n }) :↔ l1 ≤ l2 ∧ ∀ i ≤ m. ∃ j ≤ n. di ⊑ d′j
where A1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ak ⊑ B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bl :↔ {A1 , . . . , Ak } ⊇ {B1 , . . . , Bl }
where l, l1 , l2 are security levels. This means e.g. that A ∈ (l,{A,B}) as well as
A ∈ (l,{A ∨ B}), and that (l,{A ∨ B}) ≤ (l,{A}) ≤ (l,{A,B}). Note that empty
disjunctions (k = 0 or l = 0) must be forbidden or treated as being equivalent
to system-high, while an empty set is legal (and equal to system-low ). Note also,
that both (l,{A, A ∨ B}) and (l,{A}) represent the same rights. It is not strictly
necessary to forbid the first access class (the ≤ relation is not required to be
antisymmetric), but since it requires an extra, unneccessary signature (the one
of B), we rule out sets of access categories which are not in conjunctive normal
form, i.e. which have two disjunctions comparable with ⊑.

7

How to Use the Models

In this section, we discuss two examples: first, we revisit the example from the
introduction. We discuss how the commands of the previous section are used
to establish the scenario of an airline A, which exchanges loyalty points with
hotel chains H and I, and how the security policy is used. Then we will show
how applications may use general-purpose tools. Additional examples of using
the model can be found in [10], where the model is shown in an electronic purse
example and in several possible messaging scenarios.
7.1

Example: Loyalty points

We start with an empty smart card, that only stores a card key, which we assume
to encode authentication information for the card issuer and the card holder. As
a first action, we use createappl to store authentication information (a public
key) for each of the three applications. Since we do not want the applications to
be structured internally, one call to createappl for each application is sufficient.
Each returns one (new) access category for the application, which we will for
simplicity also call A, H and I in the following. The call to createappl must
provide a signature for the card key, so it is made sure that card issuer and card
holder agree to creating the access categories.
To load application programs for each application, loadappl is called (if a
directory is needed to store application data, loaddirappl is used in the extended
model). A will load its application using four access classes (l,{A}), where l

is a security level, which A may use for internal purposes when he wants to
have several applications on the card. Similarly H and I may load application
programs.
All loaded application programs are checked to be signed by A, H and I
respectively. Loading a new version of an application program can be done by
calling delappl and then loadappl at any time.
After the application programs have been loaded, they can now be called
freely. The extended model uses startappl and exitappl for this purpose, the abstract model assumes such a command implicitly, since it is not security relevant.
Each application can freely create and modify files (in its directory), using
the create, read, write and delete commands (and the openrd, openwr, close
commands in the extended model).
The security policy ensures that the three applications will be completely
separate, i.e. reading or writing files of another application, even by accident, is
impossible. The reason is that the access classes used by the three applications
are uncomparable. No communication between the applications is possible, even
if other new applications are loaded, since we assume that no one else can guess
the signature of A, H and I.
If H wants to transfer loyalty points to A, both A and H have to agree to
load a channel program6 . The channel program has access classes
(ircl,srcl,iwcl,swcl ) := ((l1 ,{H}), (l2 ,{H}),(l1 ,{H,A}),(l2 ,∅))
where Secrecy level l1 and integrity level l2 can be freely chosen according to
the wishes of the applications (see also Sect. 9 for ideas on suitable choices for
l1 ). To load this channel program, both H and A must have signed it.
Of course this channel program should be checked carefully by both parties
to do the following: When called, it should read a file given by H to ensure that it
has a suitable format, containing only information about loyalty points. This is
possible, since the channel program has read access to files of H. Then it should
move the file from a directory of H to one of A (to do this, it has write access
for both H and A). In the abstract model this is done by creating a new file in
H’s directory , copying the content of the file and finally removing the original
file7 . This procedure has the risk of being interrupted by pulling the card out
of the terminal, so either a transaction concept is necessary or the transgrader
has to use semaphores to keep track of the state of the transgrading process. To
avoid these problems we have provided a single move command in the extended
model, which like all other commands is assumed to be executed atomically (see
Sect.2). Finally A is now able to read the loyalty points contained in the file.
The security policy ensures that the channel program can only transfer information from H to A. No other communication will be possible as long as no other
6

7

Channel programs are called guard programs in [9]. They have also be called downgrading programs or sanitizers in various military applications.
In [19] we assumed that transgrading could be done by a suitable modification of
the integrity and secrecy of the file using the setintsec command. This was wrong
since the classification of the directories prohibits this.

pair of applications agrees to loading another channel program. The actions of
the channel program will be completely invisible to the other hotel I.
Finally, to establish the scenario of the introduction, I and A will load another
channel program, and bank B will create another application with createappl and
loadappl (or loaddirappl ). Maybe the bank as application provider will need two
access classes, to run two applications (maybe one for the electronic wallet and
one for online banking). Then it will call createappl twice. The bank might also
use various secrecy and integrity levels for its files. Then the security policy will
guarantee that the applications of the bank will respect Bell/LaPadula secrecy
and Biba integrity internally.
7.2

Example: General purpose tools

A tool is an application program loaded on the smart card that was developed
by a tool provider T, that other applications A, . . . would like to read or execute.
The tool provider would like to have exclusive write access to his tools (e.g. to
install new versions). The tool provider may wish to install a “public-domain”
tool, that every application can use, but he may also wish to restrict access to a
number of customers. In both cases it is clear that an application A which uses
a tool, must trust the tool provider, that execution of the tool (under the rights
of A) will not do malicious things. Typical examples of tools may be the Java
virtual machine (JVM) or bibliographies of cryptographic routines.
To implement this scenario is difficult in the abstract model, because of the
Bell/LaPadula-structure of access classes. This was the main motivation to define
generic access classes and to instantiate them with disjunctive access classes like
(l,{A ∨ B}) in the extended model (see Sect.6.6). The following scenario will
make no use of security levels, so for notational convenience we will drop them
and identify access classes with the set of access categories.
In the extended model the proposed scenario can be realized as follows: the
tool provider T loads his tools with access class {T} like every other application
provider using createappl and loadappl. If application A wants to execute the
tools it must load a new version with read integrity set to {A ∨ T} and read
secrecy set to {A, T}. To load this new version it must be signed by both A and T.
The application then can read the tools (so it is interfered by the tool provider),
but it is not interfered by applications, that were not signed by either A or T.
To ensure that his tools cannot be overwritten, the tool provider should sign
applications only, which have the access category T in the read access classes,
but no ones which add it to the write clearance.
To use two (or similarly several) tools T and T′ , application A must have read
integrity {A ∨ T ∨ T′ } and read secrecy {A, T, T′ }. Of course, tool providers
can refuse to cooperate by rejecting to give their signature to this application,
which requires both.
If a tool provider does not want to sign applications, but provide a publicdomain tool, he has to register two access categories T1 and T2 and load his
tools with secrecy {T1} and integrity {T1,T2}. He then makes the secret key he
gets for T1 publicly known, so that every application A who wants to use the

tool may lower its read integrity to {A ∨ T1} and raise its read secrecy to {A,
T1}. Thereby A becomes able to use (i.e. read or execute) the tool. The fact,
that the tool provider uses access category T2 in the integrity ensures that he
still has exclusive write access for his tool.

8
8.1

Verification
Verification of the Abstract Model

The modified generic model of noninterference (Sect. 4) and smart card security
model described in Sect. 5 were formally specified using the VSE II system [5].
The noninterference model consists of about 200 lines of algebraic specification, and Theorem 1 was proved similarly to [17].
The smart card security model of Sect. 5 was also specified algebraically with
800 lines. A full specification of both models can be found in [11]. The following
three main security claims were verified:
– The card issuer controls which applications are loaded onto the card, i.e. any
application loaded on the card was signed by the card issuer.
– The owner of each application has signed each of his programs, when it was
loaded. No program, which he has not agreed to loading, can interfere with
the application.
– The smart card model is an instance of the noninterference model.
For the first proof we basically have to show, that each authentication information stored in the authentication store has been checked for agreement of the card
issuer. This is done by induction on the number of executed commands, since
the authentication store is modified only by adding new entries in createappl.
For the proof of the second property, note that an application, which first
allocates an access category A as its application name with createappl, and then
loads an application file with the set of access categories in all four access classes
set to {A} can be interfered only by other applications, which have A in their
category set of integrity write clearance (provided the third property holds!).
Therefore it is sufficient to check, that any file with a security marking that
contains an access category A, has been checked to be signed by A when it
was loaded. This can again be proved by induction on the number of executed
commands, similar to the first property.
The proof that shows that the smart card model is an instance of noninterference is much more complicated. The main problem here is to find definitions
A
of the noninterference relation ;, the equivalence relation ∼ and the system
invariant inv such that Theorem 1 holds. Sect. 3 requires that we define A ;
B as iwclA ≥ irclB and swclA ≤ srclB , but the other two definitions have to be
found incrementally by proof attempts. We tried several versions, which lead to
unprovable goals. Analyzing such an unprovable goal always resulted in a concrete system state, which our definitions classified as secure and a sequence of
commands that lead to an insecure state. We then had to decide, whether the

security conditions of one of the involved commands was wrong, or whether our
A
definitions of ∼ and inv were still insufficient.
For the final invariant inv we use the conjunction of the two properties:
1. Compatibility property: Each file has an integrity (secrecy) classification that
is at most (at least) the integrity (secrecy) classification of its directory
2. Visibility property: All files with a security marking are stored in a directory
with integrity/secrecy classification system-high/system-low
The first property is common in mandatory security models (e.g. the Multics
instance of Bell/LaPadula uses it too). The second property is necessary since
we want to be able to switch freely between applications (see previous section).
A
The final definition of the equivalence relation sys ∼ sys’, which says, which
system states “look the same for a subject with clearance A” consists of the
following four properties:
1. The authentication store and the card key must be the same in both system
states.
2. The loaded files, which have a security marking, must be the same.
3. The set of files visible for A must be the same, i.e. the set of filenames for
which a file exists in a directory which A can read, must be the same. Their
classifications and directory classifications must be the same.
4. The files which A can read in both system states must be identical. Not only
must they have the same security marking (this follows already from the
second property), the same classification and the same directory classification
(because of compatibility this is implied by the third property), but also their
content must be identical.
A

With these three definitions of ;, inv and ∼ we were able to verify the eight
preconditions of Theorem 1. Each of the proofs splits into subproofs for each of
the eight commands.
About a month of work was needed to reach a fully verified security policy,
most of the time was spent to verify that the model is an instance of noninterference. During this time several specification errors were found. Many of them
were typing errors, but a few of them were errors in the security conditions,
which had not shown up during a careful informal analysis by several people.
There were some minor errors, that were easy to correct, e.g. that the integrity
classification of a newly created file has to be set to the read integrity of the
caller, not its write integrity.
The most problematic security conditions we found are those of the setintsec
command, which modifies the classification of a file. Originally there were separate commands to set integrity and secrecy, but this results in the following
problem: If we want both to upgrade secrecy and to downgrade integrity, after
executing the first command the files’ secrecy will be too high to downgrade
integrity. Weakening the conditions of setintegrity to allow integrity downgrading for files, whose secrecy has been upgraded resulted in covert channels. It
was interesting to see, that these covert channels are not possible in a pure

Bell/LaPadula and Biba setting, but that they are specific to using subjects
(channels), which have different access classes for reading and writing.
8.2

Verification of the Extended Model

Specification and verification of the extended model was done with the KIV
system [16]. The main reasons to change the verification system were the automation of first-order proofs in KIV, which uses a simplification strategy that
can handle large sets of rewrite rules efficiently (about 1500 rewrite rules were
used for the extended model compared to 750 for the abstract model) and the
elaborated correctness management which allows to add new commands incrementally without making all proofs invalid.
The specification of the extended model is with 1000 lines of code somewhat
larger than the one of the original model (about 500 lines of specification being
from the library).
Proofs are about 5 times the size and complexity of the proofs of the abstract
model. Four factors contribute to the additional complexity: First, we have to
verify 24 instead of 8 commands. Second, the structured file system increases
the technical complexity of the proofs. Third, using generic access classes (see
Sect. 6.6) requires a careful analysis of the link between dynamic (authentication) and static security (noninterference). Fourth, we now have a set of open
files in the system state. This implies, that now even two applications with the
same access classes may be distinguished by their set of open files, and that an
application may now interfere with itself by opening a file (though the latter is
relevant only for the strange situation, that an application has a marking, that
does not allow it to read the files it has written). Therefore the function dom
used in the noninterference now yields the file identifier fidA of the application
A and the four access classes of its security marking. The interference relation
for A and B is defined to be
(fidA , irclA , iwclA ,srclA ,swclA ) ; (fidB , irclB , iwclB ,srclB ,swclB )
:↔ iwclA ≥ irclB ∧ swclA ≤ srclB ∨ fidA = fidB
For the system invariant we get two additional properties for open files: If
an application stored in pid wants to open a file fid for reading resp. writing
in system state sys, then read-access(pid,fid,sys) resp. write-access(pid,fid,sys)
A
must hold. The equivalence relation sys ∼ sys’ additionally requires that the
current application and the open files of A are the same in sys and sys’.
The extended model was developed in about three months. The move command was added after the model had been fully verified. This required about
two days work which should be rather typical for adding new commands to the
model.

9

The IBM Model

The IBM model [9] addresses two issues that are not in the current version of
the formal model. The first on assignment of integrity levels is a purely practical

issue that cannot really be formalized. The second on execution control is simply
not formalized at this time.
The first issue is that the Biba integrity model does not model any real
practical system. Unlike the Bell/LaPadula model that developed from existing
military security systems, the Biba integrity model developed purely from a
mathematical analysis of the security models. However, Biba did not suggest
how to actually decide which programs were deserving of a high integrity access
class and which were not. This has made practical application of the Biba model
very difficult.
In section 3, we required that developers and card issuers digitally sign the
applications, using the function check. This is much as is done in Java and ActiveX security approaches. However, the IBM informal model goes beyond this.
If an application has been independently evaluated and digitally signed by a
certifying body, then we can grant it a higher level of integrity, without having
to depend on the reputation of the developer or the skills of the card issuer. For
example, we could define integrity levels for ITSEC-evaluated [8] applications.
The Commercially Licensed Evaluation Facility (CLEF) would evaluate the application and the certifying body would digitally sign the application and its
ITSEC E-level. A card issuer (such as a bank) might lay a requirement on vendors who want to download applications onto their cards. The application must
have received an ITSEC evaluation at a policy-determined level to be acceptable.
Common criteria evaluations [7] would be equally acceptable.
There could be provisions for less formal evaluations than full ITSEC. For
example, a commercial security laboratory could check an application for obvious
security holes (buffer overflows and the like) and for Trojan horses or trapdoors.
While not as formal as an ITSEC evaluation, it might be sufficient for loyalty
applications.
There is one problem with using more than one kind of evaluation criteria. If
an application has been evaluated under one criteria, and another application has
been evaluated under a very different criteria, then if a user wishes to download
both of those application onto the same card, it is not clear how to compare
the integrity classes. If the two criteria have defined mappings (such as the E
levels of the ITSEC and the EAL levels of the Common Criteria), then there
is no problem. However, if the card issuer chose to use some very different and
incompatible criteria, then downloading of other applications that were ITSEC
evaluated might be difficult.
The second issue is control of execution permissions. The original Biba model
prevents high integrity applications from reading low-integrity data, in fear that
the application might be compromised in some form. This makes it difficult to
describe applications that have been designed with high integrity to specifically
process low integrity data input and to rule on its appropriateness. This processing of low integrity data is called sanitization. However, in the process of
allowing a high integrity application to sanitize low integrity data, we do NOT

want to allow a high integrity application to execute low integrity code, either
deliberately or accidentally8 .
As discussed in section 3, we support sanitization for both secrecy and integrity by assigning four access classes to each subject (ircl,srcl,iwcl,swcl ), the
first two for reading and the last two for writing. In our formal model, like in
traditional Bell/LaPadula and Biba models, execution is always associated with
reading, but that association would allow a high integrity subject that was sanitizing low integrity data to also execute low integrity program code. Therefore,
for integrity only, the IBM model associates execute permission with write permission, rather than read permission. Separating the execute permission from
the read permission originated in the program integrity model of Shirley and
Schell [20] which was in turn based on the protection ring mechanism of Multics [14]. The policy was further developed in the GEMSOS security model [18]
that specified a range of levels within which integrity downgrading could occur.
Using integrity write instead of integrity read permission when executing files
could be incorporated in the formal model by weakening the interference relation
to be:
A ; B :↔ (iwclA ≥ irclB ∨ iwclA ≥ iwclB ) ∧ swclA ≤ srclB
or equivalently, by disallowing applications which violate irclA ≤ iwclA (such
applications exhibit the strange behavior, that they can write files, which they
cannot read, so they do not seem to have any meaningful use). The combined
access rules are shown in Fig. 2. Recall that subjects have four access classes,
while objects have only two9 . The execute permission rule specified in the figure
is for a normal program to program transfer10 .
Read permission
srcl (subject) ≥ scl (object) and ircl (subject) ≤ icl (object)
Write permission
swcl (subject) ≤ scl (object) and iwcl (subject) ≥ icl (object)
Execute permission
srcl (subject) ≥ scl (object) and iwcl (subject) ≤ icl (object)
The target program of a transfer runs at the integrity level of the caller. A
high integrity program cannot call or transfer to lower integrity code.
Fig. 2. Access Control Rules
8
9
10

Most buffer overflow attacks come from violating this rule.
Subjects can sometimes be treated as objects. Details on this can be found in [9].
The IBM operating system also supports another operation, called CHAIN, which
is a way to start a separate process executing at some other integrity and secrecy
access class. The intended use of CHAIN is to start a guard or sanitization process
or for a guard process to start a recipient of sanitized information. Details of CHAIN
are omitted here, for reasons of space, but can be found in [9].
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Conclusion

We have defined two generic security models for the operating system of a multiapplicative smart card. The models formalize the main security aspects of secrecy, integrity, secure communication between applications and secure downloading of new applications. The two main theoretical results of the first model
are that intransitive noninterference is a suitable framework for such models and
that authentication can be integrated in the model.
With the second model we have demonstrated, that the framework is capable
of handling practically relevant extensions for usual operating systems: Adding
a structured file system, or commands to open and close files requires some extra
effort and deduction power, but no fundamental change in the approach.
We found that formal verification was extremely helpful in analyzing the
security models. We were able to remove all covert channels from the model,
even ones that we had not found during a thorough informal analysis. The four
months required for formal specification and verification of both models were a
reasonable effort to achieve this result.
There is still work to do. One important question we have left open is to
formalize the communication of applications on the card with the outside world.
This issue would require to extend the security model to include security aspects
of the outside world, e.g. the authentication of card readers. We also would have
liked to compare our security policy for downloading with the upcoming VISA
standards (which were not available to us yet). Finally, extending the model to
be applicable to Java Cards will also require further research.
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